ABSTRACT Entity linking is the task of mapping mentions in text to target knowledge base, which is crucial to knowledge-base-related tasks such as knowledge fusion and knowledge base construction. Although English-oriented entity linking task has undergone continuing advancement, the entity linking systems targeted at Chinese language still suffer from lagged development. State-of-the-art Chinese entity linking systems devise multiple handcrafted features to measure similarity between mention and entity, whereas fail to mine semantic relations underneath the surface forms. In this paper, we propose to take the advantage of latent text features and generate representations of mention and entity via double-attention-based long short term memory network, which are further utilized to calculate mention-entity similarity. Furthermore, joint word and entity embedding training and well-designed candidate entities generation strategies are put forward to facilitate the implementation of neural network. The experimental results validate the superiority of our method Celan. Our proposal not only offers an improved deep neural network for generating mention and entity representation, but also enhances the performance of entity linking on Chinese microblogs.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the explosive increase of unstructured data on the Internet, automatic extraction and formalization of valuable information becomes incrementally more crucial. Under this circumstance, knowledge base (KB), which can structure and organize emerging information and present them in an approachable way, was proposed and underwent continuing development. In the process of knowledge base construction and update, entity linking plays an indispensable role by connecting diverse texts with structured knowledge. Entity linking (EL) is the task of determining corresponding entities for mentions in texts. Entities are unique identifiers of objects, while mentions, which are surface forms of entities, can be ambiguous and misleading. The aim of entity linking task is to erase the ambiguity of mentions. Figure 1 presents an example of mapping mentions in a piece of weibo 1 (Chinese microblog) to entities in Chinese Wikipedia.
Despite the advancement of entity linking techniques, most of the works are focused on English corpus, which could not be directly applied to other languages due to two prominent factors, namely, various language features and uneven quality 1 https://weibo.com/ of target knowledge bases. A case in point is Chinese. Different from languages similar to English, Chinese words can be composed of multiple characters but with no space appearing between words [1] , which is termed as Chinese word segmentation problem. As a result, Chinese entity linking techniques inevitably need to cope with word segmentation problem and minimize its error propagation. Furthermore, for the time being, there is no fully-accessible Chinese knowledge base with high quality, giving rise to the lagged development of Chinese entity linking systems.
State-of-the-art Chinese entity linking methods design effective handcrafted features to measure the similarity between mention and candidate entities, which are further combined and utilized as indicator for candidate entities ranking. Nevertheless, on the one hand, the significance of feature engineering is highlighted in current approaches, which is complicated and might not guarantee promising results. On the other, the frequently used bag-of-words (BOW) representations of mention and entity context cannot well capture the deep semantic meanings underneath text, which are crucial to enhancing the accuracy of mention-entity context similarity. Therefore, to improve the effectiveness of Chinese EL system, deep neural networks and word embedding techniques could be harnessed to make up for the aforementioned deficiencies. Additionally, current Chinese entity linking datasets are constructed upon partial outdated knowledge bases, which could restrain the performance of EL. It is significant to re-annotate the datasets to a large-scale substitute and lay the foundation for future development. Example 1 elaborates part of the difficulties posed by Chinese EL and the limitations of current techniques.
Example 1: As shown in Figure 1 , there is a piece of weibo with mentions (Coldplay), (Martin) and (Yellow). The first step is to generate candidate entities for each mention. Both mention (Coldplay) and (Yellow) can find corresponding entities in Chinese Wikipedia through simply querying their surface forms. Nonetheless, there are no entities for mention (Martin) since (Martin) is a friendly way of calling a person named (Martin), which refers to entity · (Chris Martin). In this situation, by harnessing Chinese word segmentation techniques to split mention (Martin) into (Martin) and (Uncle), the candidate entities for segments can be regarded as candidates for the original form. Eventually the correct entity (Chris Martin), along with other noisy entities generated by the segments, form the candidates for mention (Martin). Then the crucial step is to determine the correct result from the set of candidate entities. Take mention (Yellow) for instance, there are three candidate entities, namely, (Yellow-color), (YellowColdplay-song), and (Yellow-surname). One of the most important features contributing to the candidate ranking mechanism is the similarities between mentions and candidate entities' text representations. In this case the text for mention (Yellow) is the weibo context, while for entities the texts are the first paragraph of the their Wikipedia pages. As can be seen from figure 1, the Weibo context is noisy and short, the semantic meaning of which might not be fully captured via current BOW representation, while well-trained neural networks can generate preciser representation by utilizing hidden text features.
In short, the shortcomings of existing Chinese EL solutions are two-fold:
• Mention and entity representations cannot capture deep semantic meanings of text and require complex feature engineering; and
• Results were achieved upon partial and outdated knowledge bases, restraining the effectiveness of newly proposed methods. In this work, we put forward an efficient Chinese entity linking system leveraging attention-based deep neural network(DNN), namely, Celan, to overcome the aforementioned shortcomings. Specifically, Celan comprises three steps: (1) Candidate entities generation. By taking advantage of four efficient strategies, this step generates candidate entities for mentions and enhances upper bound of linking accuracy. (2) Joint word and entity embeddings training. This step maps word and entity into the same high-dimensional space to better represent their semantic meanings, which serve as inputs for the neural network. (3) Entity Disambiguation via DNN with double-attention mechanism. We harness LSTM to generate representations of mentions and entities, which are further utilized to model semantic similarity between mentions and entities. To balance the contributions from different words to the abstract representations of mention context and entity description, we propose a double-attention mechanism, which also renders the whole neural network more effective.
Furthermore, considering the lack of large-scale and fullyaccessible Chinese knowledge base, we resort to Chinese Wikipedia, which can be regarded the best KB satisfying the two criteria mentioned before. Meanwhile, we transfer the annotations of current Chinese entity linking datasets to Chinese Wikipedia and make the updated datasets public. 2 The experimental results on these datasets validate the effectiveness of Celan, and the in-depth analysis shows that compared with state-of-the-art Chinese entity linking methods, Celan achieves better performance by offering a more accurate semantic matching solution. 
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this article can be summarized into three ingredients:
• We propose an improved LSTM framework with double attention mechanism to model abstract representations of mentions and entities.
• Current Chinese EL datasets are revised and publicised in accordance to a fully-accessible and large-scale knowledge base (Chinese Wikipedia).
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to utilize attention-based DNN in Chinese entity linking task, and experimental results on the revised datasets validate the strengths of our method.
B. ORGANIZATION
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology, including candidate entities generation, joint embeddings training and entity disambiguation via DNN. Experimental settings and results are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes related work, followed by conclusion in Section 5.
II. METHODOLOGY
The work flow of our linking system initiates from candidate entities generation. This step requires the aid from local knowledge base, frequency dictionary and alias dictionary. The former two tools, along with the raw inputs for embedding training, are derived from Chinese Wikipedia dump on 01-Dec-2017. 3 Then the well-trained LSTM with double attention mechanism converts the mentions and entities into abstract representations, and outputs the similarity scores which are utilized to rank the candidate entities and generate final results. The specific approaches are detailed as follows.
A. CANDIDATE ENTITIES GENERATION
The initial input for EL framework is a set of raw documents, which could be long passages such as news reports, or short texts in the form of twitters. Additionally, the inputs might come with specified mentions to be disambiguated or without. Under the circumstance where mentions are not pointed out, the Named Entity Recognition (NER) techniques would be utilized to detect mentions in the texts. Current Chinese EL datasets are constructed upon Chinese weibo, which is akin to twitter and contains noisy short texts. The mentions in the datasets have already been extracted, thereby excluding NER from our entity linking framework. Figure 1 shows a piece of the input. Then the candidate entities could be retrieved by querying the mentions in the local knowledge base. For English EL tasks, the local knowledge base could be derived from some downloadable KBs such as YAGO 4 and DBpedia, 5 or even English Wikipedia. On the contrary, there are few large-scale Chinese KBs. CN-DBpedia [2] , which is the largest and stateof-the-art Chinese KB, only offers a set of APIs for free use. Other KBs such as Zhishi.me 6 and XLore, 7 are either not frequently updated or in a relatively small scale. Nonetheless, the Chinese Wikipedia, is not only revised and updated on a daily basis, but also fully accessible through dumps. Consequently, in order to obtain a up-to-date local Chinese KB, we downloaded and parsed the Chinese Wikipedia dump and imported it into a MySQL database, which was utilized as the target local KB in this work. The constructed local KB can not be made publicly available due to its huge size, whereas the construction process is elaborated in Section 3 for reproduction.
The simplest approach to generate candidate entities is to directly query mention name without modification, which in many cases would get no results, since mentions can appear in diverse forms, especially in Chinese. In the interest of improving the recall of entities generation, we devise following four strategies, the effectiveness of which are embodied in the experiment section.
1) STRATEGY 1: MENTION REGULARIZATION
First and foremost, the mentions should be regularized before candidates generation. Retrieved from Weibo, where the texts are short and noisy, mentions are accordingly in irregular forms. As is depicted in Table 1 , some mentions contain useless punctuations, while foreign names appear in nonuniform ways. We unify the various mention representations and display some typical examples in Table 1 .
Besides, we also notice that some mentions are compound words coined by Internet users, which do not have direct counterparts in KB. Thereafter, a Chinese segmentation tool is harnessed to split those compounds and in addition to querying compound mentions, the split words are also queried. 
2) STRATEGY 2: FREQUENCY DICTIONARY
Similar to state-of-the-art entity linking methods [3] - [5] , we construct a name dictionary for formalizing irregular forms of mentions. Specifically, the elements in the dictionary are obtained from Wikipedia pages. Aside from normal words, Wikipedia pages also contain anchor texts, which are attached with links directing at other pages. Since each Wikipedia page represents a unique entity, the anchor text accordingly could be regarded as surface form of the entity it points to. As thus, we can attain a dictionary consisting of surface forms and their possible referent entities.
Furthermore, the frequencies of referent entities given a surface form are also recorded, since they serve as indicators of the most possible entities for a mention. In all, a frequency dictionary is derived from mining anchor texts of Wikipedia pages, which not only help generate candidate entities for mentions, but also contribute to the calculation of prior probability in the following ranking process. Part of the frequency dictionary is presented in Table 2 .
3) STRATEGY 3: WIKIPEDIA FUNCTIONAL PAGES Wikipedia contains rich semantic structures, such as disambiguation pages (polysemy), redirect pages (synonym) and hyperlinks between Wikipedia [6] , which are of great benefit to retrieving entities for ambiguous mentions. We extend Example 1 to further elaborate this strategy.
Example 2: When given mention
, there is no direct Wikipedia page corresponding to this surface form. Nevertheless, there is a redirect page in Wikipedia indicating that is an abbreviation referring to entity (Coldplay), thus generating entity (Coldplay) for mention . In addition, directly querying mention (Yellow) would result in entity (Yellow-color) standing for the color. However, (Yellow) also have other meanings, which are recorded in Wikipedia disambiguation pages. In the disambiguation page featuring (Yellow), there are entity (Yellow-color), entity (YellowColdplay-song), entity (Yellow-surname) and some more. We take advantage of disambiguation pages to improve the coverage of candidate entities.
4) STRATEGY 4: ALIAS DICTIONARY
With the aid of frequency dictionary and Wikipedia functional pages, the candidate entities for most of the mentions would be generated. Nevertheless, some mentions are aliases of their target entities, and simply utilizing the aforementioned strategies could not retrieve the true entity. As a consequence, we construct an alias dictionary to achieve this task.
The alias dictionary is composed of formal entity names and their potential aliases. The information is mined from the infobox of Wikipedia and Baidu Baike, which is the largest Chinese encyclopaedia. Part of the alias dictionary is shown in Table 3 .
B. JOINT WORDS AND ENTITIES EMBEDDINGS LEARNING
After the generation of candidate entities, the next step is to rank the candidates and determine the most possible one via deep neural network. As inputs of DNN, the embeddings of word and entities are crucial to its final performance. Embeddings are n-dimensional vectors of concepts which describe the similarities between these concepts using cosine similarity [7] . It is assumed that the concepts are similar if they frequently co-occur with the same other concepts. This has already been well researched for words [8] and documents [9] in literature. Considering the fact that each entity has its specific surface form composed of words, an intuitive idea of representing entity would be the addition of word embeddings. However, it is evident that entities have their unique features and individually representing them would be more reasonable.
In this work, in line with recent entity linking systems [3] , [10] , we propose an embedding method that jointly maps words and entities into the same continuous vector space, where similar words and entities are placed close to one another.
The joint embedding method is derived from conventional skip-gram model [8] for learning word embedding. The training objective of skip-gram model is to generate word representations that can help predict context words given a specific word. Formally, let O = w 1 , w 2 , . . . w N be a sequence of words, the model aims to maximize the following average log probability:
where c is the size of context window, w i represents the target word and w i+j is a context word. The conditional probability is defined by the following softmax function:
where W represents the set of all words in the vocabulary, V w and U w denote the vectors of word w in matrices V and U. After training, the matrix V is used for word embedding.
Then the conventional model is extended to joint embedding model. First, we introduce how to create the corpus for joint embedding training. Specifically, the texts in Wikipedia pages are comprised of words and anchor texts. Utilizing the link associated with each anchor text, the corresponding entity identifier for the anchor text could be attained. As is displayed in Figure 3 , substituting anchor texts with entity identifiers, the expanded sentences (Expanded 1) for joint embeddings can thus be generated. Plus, we also extract entity identifiers from the original sentences and form new inputs to better capture the relations among entities (Expanded 2).
In the joint training corpus, entity name is treated as a special form of word, and accordingly equations 1 and 2 can be modified as follows to integrate entities:
where
. . τ N is a sequence of tokens (words or entity names), τ i represents the target token and τ i+j is a context token. represents the set of all tokens in the corpus, V τ and U τ denote the vectors of token τ in matrices V and U. After training, the matrix V is used for joint word and entity embedding.
The merits of jointly representation learning are threefold: (1) The final word embeddings are conceptually more accurate as the mentions in their context, which might appear in various surface forms, are replaced by constant entity identifiers; (2) Compared with the relatively small corpus derived from knowledge bases, the resulting entity embeddings are learned over a large text corpus and have higher frequencies during training process; (3) Since the representations of words and entities are learned in the same space, the measurement of similarities between words, entities, a word and an entity can be easily achieved by cosine similarities.
C. ENTITY DISAMBIGUATION VIA DNN
Traditional methods utilize various discrete and handdesigned features/heuristics to measure similarities between mentions and entities for candidate entities ranking. Nevertheless, they might suffer from the data sparseness issue caused by unseen words or features, the difficulty of calibrating, and the incapability to generate underlying similarity structures at high levels of abstraction for EL due to the reliance on hand-designed coarse features [11] .
Recently, with the proliferation of deep neural networks, many EL systems [11] - [13] leverage DNNs to automatically extract hidden features in texts to enable accurate similarity computation and candidate entities ranking. Nevertheless, the existing solutions do not make full use of the information embedded in texts. On one level, the mention's position is ignored in previous models. As a result, if the context consists of two or more mentions, all mentions are viewed as identical, which is clearly impractical. On the other, existing approaches neglect the word order in contexts, which has proved to be critical for natural language understanding [14] .
The attention-based LSTM model proposed in [3] overcomes aforementioned shortcomings and achieves state-ofthe-art performance. In this work, we put forward Celan, which outperforms previous model by integrating double attention mechanism and optimizing the inputs of LSTM.
1) LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY (LSTM)
Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) is an extension of conventional feed-forward neural network, whereas it has gradient vanishing or exploding problems. In order to overcome these issues, Long Short-term Memory network (LSTM) is developed, which has achieved superior performance, especially in modelling variable-length sequence. In the LSTM architecture, there are three gates and a cell memory state. Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of a standard LSTM.
Specifically, given input sequence S = w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n , where w t is a word embedding to be passed as input at time t, the LSTM unit will output h t for each time step t. The hidden vector h t is computed as follows: Figure 4 . Nevertheless, we follow previous EL work [3] and use the max-pooling result of all hidden states over time steps i.e, max-pooling(h 1 , . . . , h n ) to produce a fixed-length final representation.
2) THE FRAMEWORK OF DOUBLE ATTENTION BASED LSTM
We present the framework of double attention based LSTM in Figure 5 . The framework consists of three basic LSTM units, which were utilized to model the left context of mention, the right context of mention, and entity profile, respectively. Then the max-pooling result of the two LSTMs for mention are concatenated as the final representation of mention, while the final representation of entity is made up of the max-pooling result of entity description LSTM and the entity embedding. The similarity score is generated by forwarding the concatenation of mention and entity representations to two fully connected layers. A double-attention mechanism is embedded in the framework to alleviate the negative effect imposed by noisy information and improve model performance. The components are detailed as follows:
Considering that mention context is of diverse length, we use the words within a window size c on both sides of mention as its contexts, which are denoted as w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w c , w mention and w mention , w c+1 , w c+2 , . . . , w 2c for left and right context respectively. Note that although the mention is represented as a single token w mention here, it can be composed of more than one word. Two separate LSTMs are utilized to model left context and right context, and the right context sequence is reversed as w 2c , w 2c−1 , , . . . , w c+1 , w mention on account of two reasons. On the one hand, putting mention string as the last unit could better utilize the semantics of mention [15] . On the other, LSTMs can be aware of the mention position by aligning mention at the end of sequence. We use Example 3 to further explain this intuition.
Different from [3] , we do not directly use word embeddings of context as inputs for LSTMs since it does not capture the interactions among mention, entity, and contexts. Instead, each word embedding is concatenated with mention embedding and entity representation before passing to the neural network, which can explicitly utilizes the connections between entity representation, mention embedding and each context word when composing the representation of a mention.
Then we use the max-pooling result of all hidden states over time steps as the representations of left context and right context. The representations of context on the two sides are concatenated to generate the fixed-length mention representation.
Example 3: Given the sentence '' (Li Na who sings and Li Na who plays tennis are not the same person)'' with two different mentions sharing the same name (Li Na), if the position of mention is not specified, the two mentions would have the same context and be linked to the same entity. Nonetheless, adopting our strategy to individually model the left and right context will lead to different inputs for the two mentions (Li Na), and accordingly individual linking results.
b: ENTITY REPRESENTATION
Entity representation is the combination of entity embedding and entity description representation. The entity embedding is obtained from the results of joint word and entity embedding training. Since entities are regarded similar to words in training, an entity embedding encodes both syntactic and semantic information about how the associated entity is mentioned. The entity embedding itself cannot fully reflect the information of an entity, thereby requiring more contents to enrich entity representation. Specifically, we set a window size of p to extract entity description from the first paragraph of its Wikipedia page. After word segmentation and embedding, the inputs are forwarded to another LSTM with max-pooling mechanism to generate entity description representation. Eventually the concatenation of entity embedding and entity description embedding is considered as the entity representation.
c: DOUBLE ATTENTION MECHANISM
The standard LSTM cannot detect important components in the inputs, giving rise to the noisy mention/entity representations. In order to address this issue, we propose to design a double attention mechanism that can capture the key parts of inputs in response to a given entity embedding/entity representation. Concretely, in Celan, the entity embedding is used as attention vector to highlight the informative parts in entity description, resulting to a preciser representation of entity description. Additionally, we harness the entity representation as the second attention vector to extract significant parts in mention context, so as to get rid of irrelevant information in the mention representation. The visual explanation is presented in Figure 5 . Suppose H ∈ R d×N is a matrix comprising hidden vectors (h 1 , . . . , h N ) produced by LSTMs (left context, right context or entity description), where d is the size of hidden layers and N is the length of sequence. The attention mechanism will produce the weighted hidden representationH . 
d: FULLY CONNECTED LAYERS
The mention and entity representations are concatenated and then forwarded to two fully connected layers. The output of the second fully connected layer is a single node, denoting the similarity score after processed by a sigmoid function. Suppose s is the final similarity score and g represents whether the entity is the true entity (ground truth). The training objective is to minimize the following loss value:
e
: CANDIDATE ENTITIES RANKING
The candidate entities are not ranked solely based on context similarity. Instead, the final score of each candidate entity is the combination of similarity score and prior probability p(e|m) of an entity e, which denotes the possibility that the entity e is the true one given a specific mention m. The specific values of prior probabilities are derived from frequency dictionary, while entities not in the frequency dictionary are assigned with frequency value of 0. Formally, the ranking score of mention-entity pair (m, e) is:
where θ and η are coefficients balancing the weights of similarity and prior probability.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we first give an overview of experimental settings, which include how to parse Wikipedia dump to construct local knowledge base, create frequency dictionary, generate inputs for embedding training, the construction of alias dictionary, as well as specific settings in Celan for reproduction. Then the original datasets and revisions, along with methods in comparison, are introduced, followed by results and detailed analysis.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
One of the main drawbacks existing among all previous Chinese entity linking works is the fuzzy description of the local knowledge base construction and specific steps for raw data treatment, rendering it hard to reproduce. Therefore, in this work, we detailed the pre-process and model parameters as follows:
1) LOCAL KNOWLEDGE BASE CONSTRUCTION
The local knowledge base was derived from Chinese Wikipedia dump on 01-Dec-2017. Specifically, we utilized MySQL to store the knowledge due to its popularity and simplicity, as well as limited demand for relation information in our work. Other choices might include Neo4j, MongoDB and other NoSQL databases. The original Wikipedia was in the form of XML, and we utilized mwdumper.jar 8 to convert it to the SQL file. The next step was to create tables in MySQL to store Wikipedia information. 9 Finally the generated SQL file containing Wikipedia information was inserted to the database. However, this database cannot be directly put into use since there was much noise inside. We conducted basic SQL operations to keep the minimum information needed for this task, which consists of entity ID, entity name, entity description and functional pages. Meanwhile, considering that the content of Chinese Wikipedia is mixed with traditional Chinese and simplified Chinese, we adopted simplified Chinese and performed the transformation with hanziconv. 10 In all, there were 2,488,144 items in our local knowledge base, including entities, redirect pages and disambiguation pages.
2) FREQUENCY DICTIONARY
The frequency dictionary was also derived from the Wikipedia dump, and Wikipedia Extractor 11 was leveraged to extract useful information from the XML file. The obtained text was then unified and cleaned with traditional-simplified Chinese transformation and irregular punctuation removal, thereafter generating the raw text for frequency dictionary generation and joint embedding training. With regard to the former task, we obtained all the anchor texts along with their links, and replace the links with corresponding entity names, thus creating the frequency dictionary. Note that the process of constructing alias dictionary is described in Section 2.
3) JOINT EMBEDDING TRAINING
As is detailed in Section 2, the corpus for embedding training is composed of the original form and two expanded forms of each sentence, which should be segmented before forwarded to training. Jieba 12 was used as the Chinese segmentation tool in our work due to it popularity and support for user-defined dictionary. We considered the Wikipedia page (entity) names as entries in user-defined dictionary since they can largely improve the performance of segmentation tool, which is exemplified in below. Note the entity identifiers should also be added to the dictionary to avoid segmentation. Example 4: Without user-defined dictionary, (Yili Group) would be segmented as (Yili) and (Group). However, (Yili Group) is a page name in Wikipedia referring to a company, and splitting it would make the word lose its original meaning. By adding all the entity names to the user-defined dictionary, words like this would be kept in its original form. After word segmentation and removal of punctuations, the corpus was ready for training. Specifically, we used Gensim for joint entity and word embedding training. The embedding dimension was set to 100, window size was 5, and iteration was set to 3. We finally attained 6,363,417,735 effective items with specific embedding values.
4) SETTINGS FOR NEURAL NETWORK
The specific values of parameters in the network are presented in Table 4 . Note that the values are determined based on empirical practises, which might not be optimal and we leave the detailed parameter analysis for future study. We set the window size for left/right mention context and entity description at 20 and 100 respectively. Noteworthy is that this denotes the number of segmented tokens instead of characters in the sentence. If the number of tokens was below the value, zero paddling was utilized. The tokens were transformed into embeddings before being forwarded to the neural network and stayed fixed during the training process.
As far as the training corpus for neural networks is concerned, it is also derived from Wikipedia pages. The anchor texts in Wikipedia pages were considered as mentions, while the entity names corresponding to the links attached to them could be regarded as true entities. We prepared the mention contexts and entity descriptions as described before. Due to limitation of computational resources, we restrained the target entities to the aggregated candidate entities over the following two datasets and collect 100 mention contexts for each entity. Furthermore, negative sampling was utilized to accelerate the training process. Specifically, for each true sample, 5 negative samples were created by replacing the correct entity with another randomly selected entity from the mention's candidate entities. In a nutshell, the network was trained over 456,406 samples.
B. DATASETS
We validate the effectiveness of Celan on the datasets created for Chinese Entity Linking tasks in NLPCC 2013 13 13 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/pages/page04_eva.html and NLPCC 2014 14 . Both datasets were created over weibo, a short and noisy text source, to increase task difficulty. Noticeably, both datasets annotated the data to its own knowledge base. The local knowledge base utilized in 2013 was part of Baidu Baike and merely took advantage of the information in InfoBoxes. As for the 2014 task, the reference knowledge base included about 400,000 entities based on InfoBoxes from a 2013 dump of Chinese Wikipedia. It has also been emphasized that both knowledge bases contained much noise and might need cleaning and regularization. Considering the incompleteness and noise in those knowledges, we manually annotated them to our local knowledge base derived from Chinese Wikipedia dump on 01-Dec-2017 and made it public. Our constructed local knowledge base could not be publicized due to its huge size but we have elaborated the specific steps as above.
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Similar to most recent studies [3] , [10] , [16] , [17] , we did not address NIL situations in this study. In other words, a given mention is guaranteed to have corresponding entities in the local knowledge base. As a consequence, we merely kept the in-KB samples in both datasets and also made the record of modification accessible on-line. Eventually, there were 411 hand labelled mentions in NLPCC 2013 and 264 hand labelled mentions in NLPCC 2014 in need of disambiguation and linking.
Recently, there were some research works devoted to Chinese entity linking and all of them merely published the result on one of the aforementioned datasets. Therefore, we separately selected the systems with best performances, re-implemented their methods, and reported their results for each dataset. Concretely, for NLPCC 2013 dataset, we selected Mao et al. 2017 [18] and Xiang et al. 2016 [19] , which reported the best results (better than the winner of the competition). As to NLPCC 2014 dataset, the competitors are Wanli et al. 2015 [20] and Chong et al.2016 [21] , which also presented the best results. Note that since the source codes of the competitors are not publicized and difficult to reproduce, we directly adopt the results reported on the original papers.
1) EFFECTIVENESS OF CANDIDATE GENERATION STRATEGIES
We first report the results of Recall in Table 5 with resepect to different candidate generation strategies. Chances are that in the candidate generation step, the candidate entities generated for some mentions do not contain the true entity, thus leading to wrong linking result in spite of following steps. As a consequence, it is vital to improve the Recall index since this value represents the upper bound of final linking accuracy. The definition of Recall is detailed in Equation 16 . In table 5 , S is the abbreviation of Strategy while Original denotes directly querying the mention name. Evidently, all strategies contribute to the final recall value. The second strategy, frequency dictionary, largely improves the recall and the increments are 0.251 and 0.235 respectively, which can be attributed to large coverage of Wikipedia anchor texts. The final recall values are close to 1 and merely 14 and 6 mentions in each dataset are not generated with true candidate. 
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2) COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS
Then we compare Celan with other linking systems regarding the entity linking performances. Note that the coefficients θ and η for context similarity and prior probability are set at 0.5 and 0.5 respectively. The evaluation metric is Accuracy, which is also adopted by recent studies [11] , [13] , [22] . The definition of Accuracy can be found in Equation 17 . We display the final results in Table 6 .
Accuracy =
#mentions linked to the right entity #all mentions (17) Our proposed method Celan achieves the best results on both datasets. It outperforms the second runner by 2.3% on NLPCC 2013 and by 3.8% on NLPCC 2014. For the two competitors on NLPCC 2013 dataset, although Xiang et al. 2016 claim a better performance compared to the winner of the competition by devising a set of hand-generated features to capture similarities between mention and entity, they still require complex feature engineering and fail to mine the deep semantics of text. Mao et al. 2017 take a step further and utilize word vector techniques in their system, whereas the overall framework still lingers on the surface. Similarly, both Chen et al. 2015 and Feng et al. 2016 design effective features to improve the results on NLPCC 2014 dataset, but still neglect the latent features existing underneath the texts. We are the first to utilize deep neural networks for capturing deep text semantics in Chinese entity linking, and the results validate the effectiveness of this approach.
3) COMPARISONS WITH VARIANTS OF Celan
We further compare Celan with its variants to show the contribution made by each component in the ranking process. prior represents ranking candidate entities solely based on prior probability p(e|m). embedding denotes calculating the similarity between embeddings for mention name and entity name and ranking entities based on embedding similarity. prior + embedding stands for combining prior probability and embedding similarity as ranking indicator. prior + LSTM + double − attention represents Celan and prior + LSTM is Celan without attention mechanism. Table 7 shows the results achieved by different variants. Both prior and embedding achieves linking accuracy over 0.7, which not only proves the effectiveness of these two features, but also should be attributed to the fact that some mentions only have one candidate entity (which is the right one). Nevertheless, when combining them together, the improvements are quite negligible, with 0.2% and 0.8% respectively when compared with prior. Therefore, to minimize handdesigned features, we do not integrate embedding in Celan. Adding LSTM to prior shows evident performance gains, at 8.9% and 4.9% for individual dataset, which demonstrates that neural networks can capture text similarities between mentions and entities, thus improving the overall performance. Introducing double attention mechanism to the prior + LSTM framework also boosts the performance on both datasets, validating the merits of selecting useful information existing in text sources.
4) ERROR ANALYSIS
We conduct the following error analysis to show cases which Celan is incompetent to deal with and possibly suggest future research directions. Overall speaking, about a third of the erroneous cases is caused by the candidate generation process. In other words, the candidate entities for those mentions do not contain true entity in the first place, which can not be compensated by next steps. The lack of prior probability for candidate entities generated by strategy 3 and strategy 4 is responsible for 30% of the erroneous cases. The prior probability is a significant element of the final ranking score and provided that the true entity is generated by the last two strategies, the lack of prior probability will lower its ranking score, thereby giving rise to the false linking result. The rest false cases can be roughly attributed to the noisy context of weibo, from which the neural networks might fail to extract latent features. VOLUME 6, 2018
IV. RELATED WORK
Early works on entity linking tend to design a set of useful features to capture similarities between mentions and entities, as well as coherences among entities. We generalize those studies as entity linking via feature engineering, which can be further divided into independent and collective methods.
In the former approach, mentions are disambiguated merely in accordance to the context similarity between mentions and entities, which transforms the problem into candidate entities ranking based on mention-entity similarity so as to obtain the most possible result. The similarity is attained by combining hand-designed features such as name string similarity, prior probability, context bag-of-words similarity and so forth. The candidate entities are ranked either by unsupervised methods [23] , which calculate cosine similarities of feature vectors and output the results, or supervised approaches [24] , [25] , which build classifiers trained on annotated dataset. Despite the fact that methods of this kind can achieve good results, they neglect the coherence among entities, which theoretically can improve overall performances.
As for collective linking methods, the most popular approach is to construct a entity graph to capture relations among mentions and entities and then utilize various algorithms to obtain a sub-graph containing the final results. The intuition behind this line of work is that since mentions in the same document are semantically coherent, in the entity graph, the true entities should have stronger connections and form a dense sub-graph. Based on this, several works [26] - [30] proposed and applied modified graph algorithm on the entity graph to attain final results, which improve the disambiguation accuracy to a certain degree. Overall, the collective linking methods generally perform better than the independent counterparts in the traditional entity linking with complex feature engineering.
Recent years have also witnessed EL tasks in new forms, such as List-only EL task [31] , [32] , Target Entity Disambiguation problem [33] , [34] and Named Entity Disambiguation with Linkless KBs [35] . The disparity mainly lies in the knowledge base side. Most of the solutions still utilize abundant features to achieve state-of-the-art entity linking results.
A. ENTITY LINKING VIA NEURAL NETWORKS
Over recent years, with the emergence of neural networks, many natural language processing (NLP) studies have integrated DNNs in their models to extract latent features and avoid complex feature engineering tasks. He et al. [36] are the first to introduce neural networks into entity linking framework by utilizing Denoising Auto-encoder (DA) to model mention and entity representation. Aimed at learning entity and context representation to calculate similarity score, Zwicklbauer et al. [7] extend word2vec and doc2vec and train the models on corpus created from Wikipedia and Goggle links. Several works [10] , [22] argue that words and entities should be mapped to the same space to enable accurate similarity computation and propose joint word and embedding training.
In addition to extending word2vec in representation learning, convolutional neural network (CNN) [4] , [11] - [13] , [37] , recurrent neural network (RNN) [3] , [4] and attention mechanism [3] , [5] are also proposed to extract more effective features to model mention/entity representation. Among all works, NeuPL [3] yields the most robust and superior results over multiple datasets. The neural network in NeuPL is an attention-based LSTM, which is simiar to our work. Nevertheless, the main differences consist in two aspects. First, we do not simply forward word embedding to the LSTMs on the mention side. Instead, we concatenate word embedding with mention and entity embedding to capture the interactions among them, which has been proved effective in sentiment classification task [14] , [15] . Furthermore, we reckon that the words in entity description does not contribute equally to the final entity representation and introduce attention mechanism on the entity side to filter less valuable information.
B. CHINESE ENTITY LINKING
Compared with continuing advance in English-oriented entity linking task, Chinese entity linking is still in its infancy. This can be mainly ascribed to three aspects: (1) Lack of knowledge bases. As pointed out before, currently there is no Chinese knowledge base satisfying the criteria of being both up-to-date and fully accessible, which restrains the development of Chinese EL. (2) Shortage of evaluation datasets. For the time being, to the best of our knowledge, there are merely four published datasets designed particularly for Chinese EL, including CLP-2012 (not accessible), NLPCC 2013, NLPCC 2014, NLPCC 2015. All of the NLPCC datasets are built upon Weibo, a short and noisy form of text, and NLPCC 2015 requires named entity recognition as an indispensable step. Nevertheless, longer and cleaner text forms such as news, have not been used to construct Chinese EL dataset yet, whereas they are the main forms of datasets in English entity linking. (3) Difficulties posed by Chinese language processing. Text processing, as the basic foundation for entity linking, faces huge challenges exerted by Chinese. For instance, Chinese word segmentation is one of the prominent tasks that still need on-going progress, and it also affects the development of Chinese EL.
Therefore, there are only a few high-quality studies devoted to Chinese EL. Most of them [19] - [21] devise handgenerated features to obtain mention-entity similarity for candidate entities ranking. Liu et al. [38] propose graph-based collective entity linking and achieve competitive results. Mao et al. 2017 [18] is the first to incorporate embedding techniques in Chinese EL and their system outperforms previous methods. We further bridge the gap between Chinese and English entity linking by proposing Celan, an entity linking framework incorporating improved DNN, to realize robust and effective entity linking process.
V. CONCLUSION
Chinese entity linking suffers from delayed development due to lack of appropriate knowledge base and difficulties posed by Chinese text processing. In this work, we propose Celan, a robust Chinese entity linking system based on LSTM with double attention mechanism, to achieve state-of-the-art entity linking performance by modelling accurate mention and entity representations. Four strategies are introduced to improve recall of candidate entities generation and joint word and entity embedding training is implemented to generate input for neural networks. Moreover, we elaborate the process of constructing a up-to-date local knowledge base derived from Wikipedia dump, and revise the current Chinese EL datasets accordingly. The experimental results on the revised dataset validate the effectiveness of Celan and we believe this work can narrow the gap between Chinese and English entity linking.
For future work, we plan to investigate two aspects. One is to devise a Chinese entity linking dataset derived from news to fill in the blank in Chinese EL. Current datasets are solely based on short context and a new dataset based on long text such as news can further examine the robustness of entity linking systems. Another is to incorporate collective entity linking techniques into Celan to boost its stability over long text. 
